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The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America by Richard
Rothstein - Book Summary - Abbey Beathan
(Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book.) An
exploration of the housing policy in United States
and the hidden truth about how cities are divided. It
was commonly believed that cities were divided by
de facto segregation, through individual prejudices
like income differences and actions of private
institutions. However, Richard Rothstein discovered
the brutal truth, the fact that cities are divided by de
jure segregation, which means that local, state and
federal governments passed laws that promoted the
discriminatory patterns that are present even to this
date. (Note: This summary is wholly written and
published by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated with
the original author in any way) "The challenge is
more difficult because low-income African Americans
today confront not only segregation but also the
income stagnation and blocked mobility faced by all
Americans in families with low or moderate
incomes." - Richard Rothstein A chronicle of an
untold story that began in the 1920s and still
affecting African American citizens today. Explicit
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racial zoning forced millions of black individuals from
the North to the South. This book is a great tool to
get informed about the harsh realities of America. It's
not all sun and rainbows, there is a dark side to
everything and America has a big one. A brilliant
chronicle that debunks previous myth about housing
policy and reveals the hidden truth. P.S. The Color of
Law is a brilliant book that tell us a dark secret that
had been hidden until now. P.P.S. It was Albert
Einstein who famously said that once you stop
learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said
that he would want the ability to read faster if he
could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey
Beathan's mission is to bring across amazing golden
nuggets in amazing books through our summaries.
Our vision is to make reading non-fiction fun,
dynamic and captivating. Ready To Be A Part Of Our
Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and Click on the
"Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy.
Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey
Beathan Serve You? Amazing Refresher if you've
read the original book before Priceless Checklist in
case you missed out any crucial lessons/details
Perfect Choice if you're interested in the original
book but never read it before Disclaimer Once
Again: This book is meant for a great companionship
of the original book or to simply get the gist of the
original book. "One of the greatest and most
powerful gift in life is the gift of knowledge. The way
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of success is the way of continuous pursuit of
knowledge" - Abbey Beathan
Race in the Shadow of Law offers a critical legal
analysis of European responses to institutional
racism. It draws connections between contemporary
legal knowledge practices and colonial systems of
thought, arguing that many people of colour
experience the law as a part of a racial problem,
rather than a solution, to racial injustice. Based on a
critical legal ethnography of anti-racism work in
Europe, and with an emphasis on the German
context, the book positions Black and anti-racist
perspectives at the centre, rather than the margins,
of critically thinking through the intersection of race
and law. Combining this ethnography with
comparative legal analysis, discourse analysis and
critical race theory, the book develops a critical
discussion of the European legal frameworks aimed
at regulating racism, and particularly institutional
racism, in policy and policing. In linking this critique
to the transformative potential of social movements,
however, it goes on to examine the strategic and
creative possibility of disrupting conventional modes
of engaging, and resisting, law.
WINNER • 2021 PULITZER PRIZE IN HISTORY
The “stunning” (David W. Blight) untold history of
how fast food became one of the greatest generators
of black wealth in America. Just as The Color of Law
provided a vital understanding of redlining and racial
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segregation, Marcia Chatelain’s Franchise
investigates the complex interrelationship between
black communities and America’s largest, most
popular fast food chain. Taking us from the first
McDonald’s drive-in in San Bernardino to the
franchise on Florissant Avenue in Ferguson,
Missouri, in the summer of 2014, Chatelain shows
how fast food is a source of both power—economic
and political—and despair for African Americans. As
she contends, fast food is, more than ever before, a
key battlefield in the fight for racial justice.
Private schools always provide a better education
than public schools. Or do they? Inner-city private
schools, most of which are Catholic, suffer from the
same problems neighboring public schools have
including large class sizes, unqualified teachers,
outdated curricula, lack of parental involvement and
stressful family and community circumstances.
Straightforward and authoritative, All Else Equal
challenges us to reconsider vital policy decisions and
rethink the issues facing our current educational
system.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • LONGLISTED
FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD • One of
today’s most insightful and influential thinkers offers
a powerful exploration of inequality and the lesson
that generations of Americans have failed to learn:
Racism has a cost for everyone—not just for people
of color. LONGLISTED FOR THE ANDREW
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CARNEGIE MEDAL • “This is the book I’ve been
waiting for.”—Ibram X. Kendi, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist Heather
McGhee’s specialty is the American economy—and
the mystery of why it so often fails the American
public. From the financial crisis of 2008 to rising
student debt to collapsing public infrastructure, she
found a root problem: racism in our politics and
policymaking. But not just in the most obvious
indignities for people of color. Racism has costs for
white people, too. It is the common denominator of
our most vexing public problems, the core
dysfunction of our democracy and constitutive of the
spiritual and moral crises that grip us all. But how did
this happen? And is there a way out? McGhee
embarks on a deeply personal journey across the
country from Maine to Mississippi to California,
tallying what we lose when we buy into the zero-sum
paradigm—the idea that progress for some of us must
come at the expense of others. Along the way, she
meets white people who confide in her about losing
their homes, their dreams, and their shot at better
jobs to the toxic mix of American racism and greed.
This is the story of how public goods in this
country—from parks and pools to functioning
schools—have become private luxuries; of how
unions collapsed, wages stagnated, and inequality
increased; and of how this country, unique among
the world’s advanced economies, has thwarted
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universal healthcare. But in unlikely places of
worship and work, McGhee finds proof of what she
calls the Solidarity Dividend: the benefits we gain
when people come together across race to
accomplish what we simply can’t do on our own.
The Sum of Us is not only a brilliant analysis of how
we arrived here but also a heartfelt message,
delivered with startling empathy, from a black
woman to a multiracial America. It leaves us with a
new vision for a future in which we finally realize that
life can be more than a zero-sum game.
“All Her Little Secrets is a brilliantly nuanced but
powerhouse exploration of race, the legal system,
and the crushing pressure of keeping secrets. Morris
brings a vibrant and welcome new voice to the
thriller space.” —Karin Slaughter, New York Times
and international bestselling author In this fast-paced
thriller, Wanda M. Morris crafts a twisty mystery
about a black lawyer who gets caught in a
dangerous conspiracy after the sudden death of her
boss . . . A debut perfect for fans of Attica Locke,
Alyssa Cole, Harlan Coben, and Celeste Ng, with
shades of How to Get Away with Murder and John
Grisham’s The Firm. Everyone has something to
hide... Ellice Littlejohn seemingly has it all: an Ivy
League law degree, a well-paying job as a corporate
attorney in midtown Atlanta, great friends, and a “for
fun” relationship with a rich, charming executive,
who just happens to be her white boss. But
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everything changes one cold January morning when
Ellice arrives in the executive suite and finds him
dead with a gunshot to his head. And then she walks
away like nothing has happened. Why? Ellice has
been keeping a cache of dark secrets, including a
small-town past and a kid brother who’s spent time
on the other side of the law. She can’t be thrust into
the spotlight—again. But instead of grieving this
tragedy, people are gossiping, the police are getting
suspicious, and Ellice, the company’s lone black
attorney, is promoted to replace her boss. While the
opportunity is a dream-come-true, Ellice just can’t
shake the feeling that something is off. When she
uncovers shady dealings inside the company, Ellice
is trapped in an impossible ethical and moral
dilemma. Suddenly, Ellice’s past and present lives
collide as she launches into a pulse-pounding race
to protect the brother she tried to save years ago
and stop a conspiracy far more sinister than she
could have ever imagined…
The Color Line provides a concise history of the role
of race and ethnicity in the US, from the early
colonial period to the present, to reveal the public
policies and private actions that have enabled racial
subordination and the actors who have fought
against it. Focusing on Native Americans, African
Americans, Asian Americans, and Latino Americans,
it explores how racial subordination developed in the
region, how it has been resisted and opposed, and
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how it has been sustained through independence,
the abolition of slavery, the civil rights movement,
and subsequent reforms. The text also considers the
position of European immigrants to the US,
interrogates relevant moral issues, and identifies
persistent problems of public policy, arguing that all
four centuries of racial subordination are relevant to
understanding contemporary America and some of
its most urgent issues. This book will be of interest to
students and scholars of American history, the
history of race and ethnicity, and other related
courses in the humanities and social sciences.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a
family forged by tragedies and bound by a
remarkable, unbreakable love,” Hunter Biden writes
in this deeply moving memoir of addiction, loss, and
survival. When he was two years old, Hunter Biden
was badly injured in a car accident that killed his
mother and baby sister. In 2015, he suffered the
devastating loss of his beloved big brother, Beau,
who died of brain cancer at the age of forty-six.
These hardships were compounded by the collapse
of his marriage and a years-long battle with drug and
alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things, Hunter
recounts his descent into substance abuse and his
tortuous path to sobriety. The story ends with where
Hunter is today—a sober married man with a new
baby, finally able to appreciate the beautiful things in
life.
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The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America by Richard Rothstein |
Book Summary | Abbey Beathan (Disclaimer: This is
NOT the original book. If you're looking for the original
book, search this link: http://amzn.to/2rTTWjJ) An
exploration of the housing policy in United States and the
hidden truth about how cities are divided. It was
commonly believed that cities were divided by de facto
segregation, through individual prejudices like income
differences and actions of private institutions. However,
Richard Rothstein discovered the brutal truth, the fact
that cities are divided by de jure segregation, which
means that local, state and federal governments passed
laws that promoted the discriminatory patterns that are
present even to this date. (Note: This summary is wholly
written and published by Abbey Beathan. It is not
affiliated with the original author in any way) "The
challenge is more difficult because low-income African
Americans today confront not only segregation but also
the income stagnation and blocked mobility faced by all
Americans in families with low or moderate incomes." Richard Rothstein A chronicle of an untold story that
began in the 1920s and still affecting African American
citizens today. Explicit racial zoning forced millions of
black individuals from the North to the South. This book
is a great tool to get informed about the harsh realities of
America. It's not all sun and rainbows, there is a dark
side to everything and America has a big one. A brilliant
chronicle that debunks previous myth about housing
policy and reveals the hidden truth. P.S. The Color of
Law is a brilliant book that tell us a dark secret that had
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been hidden until now. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who
famously said that once you stop learning, you start
dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he would want the
ability to read faster if he could only have one
superpower in this world. Abbey Beathan's mission is to
bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books
through our summaries. Our vision is to make reading
non-fiction fun, dynamic and captivating. Ready To Be A
Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and Click
on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy.
Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey
Beathan Serve You? Amazing Refresher if you've read
the original book before Priceless Checklist in case you
missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if
you're interested in the original book but never read it
before FREE 2 Page Printable Summary BONUS for you
to paste in on your office, home etc Disclaimer Once
Again: This book is meant for a great companionship of
the original book or to simply get the gist of the original
book. If you're looking for the original book, search for
this link: http://amzn.to/2rTTWjJ "One of the greatest and
most powerful gift in life is the gift of knowledge. The way
of success is the way of continuous pursuit of
knowledge" - Abbey Beathan
Chained up in the hold of a French warship, Lusignan’s
only hope of escape rests with his captor - Captain Paul.
A man with a mysterious past, Captain Paul is
transporting Lusignan to exile in the West Indies. Little
does he know that his mission is a sham. His prisoner is
an innocent man, framed because he fell in love with a
Count's daughter. Once the truth is revealed, Paul and
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Lusignan return to France, determined to seek justice.
Inspired by the real life of American Revolutionary War
hero John Paul Jones, "Captain Paul" is a rollicking
melodrama, packed with action and romance. A fine
precursor to Dumas’ later classics, it's especially
recommended for fans of naval adventures, like C.S.
Forester’s "Hornblower" series. Alexandre Dumas (1802
- 1870) was a hugely popular 19th Century French writer.
Born of mixed French and Haitian heritage, Dumas first
rose to prominence in Paris as a playwright, but later
gained international fame with his historical fiction. Often
co-authored with other writers, these stories wove
together swashbuckling adventure, romance, and real
events from France’s past. Among the best known are
"The Three Musketeers", and its sequels "Twenty Years
After", and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne: Ten Years
Later". Set across four decades, this trilogy follows the
rise of the dashing D’Artagnan—from hot-headed soldier
to trusted captain under Louis XIV. Dumas’ other novels
include "The Count of Monte Cristo" and "The Black
Tulip". His works have been adapted into more than 200
movies, including The Man in the Iron Mask starring
Leonardo DiCaprio.
Lauded by Ta-Nehisi Coates for his "brilliant" and "fine
understanding of the machinery of government policy"
(The Atlantic), Richard Rothstein has painstakingly
documented how American cities, from San Francisco to
Boston, became so racially divided. Rothstein describes
how federal, state, and local governments systematically
imposed residential segregation: with undisguised racial
zoning, public housing that purposefully segregated
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previously mixed communities, subsidies for builders to
create whites-only suburbs, tax exemptions for
institutions that enforced segregation, and support for
violent resistance to African Americans in white
neighborhoods. He demonstrates that such policies still
influence tragedies in places like Ferguson and
Baltimore. Scholars have separately described many of
these policies, but until now, no author has brought them
together to explode the myth of de facto segregation
arising from private prejudice or the unintended
consequences of economic forces. Like The New Jim
Crow, Rothstein's groundbreaking history forces us to
face the obligation to remedy our unconstitutional past.
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio
with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted
persistently by the ghost of the dead baby girl whom she
sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. Reader's Guide available.
Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
Law and Society is a rapidly-growing interdisciplinary
field that turns on its head the conventional, idealized
view of the “Law” as a magisterial abstraction. Kitty
Calavita’s Invitation to Law and Society brilliantly brings
to life the ways in which law shapes and manifests itself
in the institutions and interactions of human society,
while inviting the reader into conversations that introduce
the field’s dominant themes and most lively
disagreements. Deftly interweaving scholarship with
familiar personal examples, Calavita shows how scholars
in the discipline are collectively engaged in a subversive
exposé of law’s public mythology. While surveying
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prominent issues and distinctive approaches to the use
of the law in everyday life, as well as its potential as a
tool for social change, this volume provides a view of law
that is more real but just as compelling as its mythic
counterpart. In a field of inquiry that has long lacked a
sophisticated yet accessible introduction to its ways of
thinking, Invitation to Law and Society will serve as an
engaging and indispensible guide.
New York Times Bestseller • Notable Book of the Year •
Editors' Choice Selection One of Bill Gates’ “Amazing
Books” of the Year One of Publishers Weekly’s 10 Best
Books of the Year Longlisted for the National Book
Award for Nonfiction An NPR Best Book of the Year
Winner of the Hillman Prize for Nonfiction Gold Winner •
California Book Award (Nonfiction) Finalist • Los
Angeles Times Book Prize (History) Finalist • Brooklyn
Public Library Literary Prize This “powerful and
disturbing history” exposes how American governments
deliberately imposed racial segregation on metropolitan
areas nationwide (New York Times Book Review).
Widely heralded as a “masterful” (Washington Post) and
“essential” (Slate) history of the modern American
metropolis, Richard Rothstein’s The Color of Law offers
“the most forceful argument ever published on how
federal, state, and local governments gave rise to and
reinforced neighborhood segregation” (William Julius
Wilson). Exploding the myth of de facto segregation
arising from private prejudice or the unintended
consequences of economic forces, Rothstein describes
how the American government systematically imposed
residential segregation: with undisguised racial zoning;
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public housing that purposefully segregated previously
mixed communities; subsidies for builders to create
whites-only suburbs; tax exemptions for institutions that
enforced segregation; and support for violent resistance
to African Americans in white neighborhoods. A
groundbreaking, “virtually indispensable” study that has
already transformed our understanding of twentiethcentury urban history (Chicago Daily Observer), The
Color of Law forces us to face the obligation to remedy
our unconstitutional past.
The first comprehensive history of American Jewish
philanthropy and its influence on democracy and
capitalism For years, American Jewish philanthropy has
been celebrated as the proudest product of Jewish
endeavors in the United States, its virtues extending
from the local to the global, the Jewish to the nonJewish, and modest donations to vast endowments. Yet,
as Lila Corwin Berman illuminates in The American
Jewish Philanthropic Complex, the history of American
Jewish philanthropy reveals the far more complicated
reality of changing and uneasy relationships among
philanthropy, democracy, and capitalism. With a fresh
eye and lucid prose, and relying on previously untapped
sources, Berman shows that from its nineteenth-century
roots to its apex in the late twentieth century, the
American Jewish philanthropic complex tied Jewish
institutions to the American state. The government’s
regulatory efforts—most importantly, tax policies—situated
philanthropy at the core of its experiments to maintain
the public good without trammeling on the private
freedoms of individuals. Jewish philanthropic institutions
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and leaders gained financial strength, political influence,
and state protections within this framework. However,
over time, the vast inequalities in resource distribution
that marked American state policy became inseparable
from philanthropic practice. By the turn of the millennium,
Jewish philanthropic institutions reflected the state’s
growing investment in capitalism against democratic
interests. But well before that, Jewish philanthropy had
already entered into a tight relationship with the
governing forces of American life, reinforcing and even
transforming the nation’s laws and policies. The
American Jewish Philanthropic Complex uncovers how
capitalism and private interests came to command
authority over the public good, in Jewish life and beyond.
Renowned American sociologist William Julius Wilson
takes a look at the social transformation of inner city
ghettos, offering a sharp evaluation of the convergence
of race and poverty. Rejecting both conservative and
liberal interpretations of life in the inner city, Wilson offers
essential information and a number of solutions to
policymakers. The Truly Disadvantaged is a wideranging examination, looking at the relationship between
race, employment, and education from the 1950s
onwards, with surprising and provocative findings. This
second edition also includes a new afterword from
Wilson himself that brings the book up to date and offers
fresh insight into its findings. “The Truly Disadvantaged
should spur critical thinking in many quarters about the
causes and possible remedies for inner city poverty. As
policymakers grapple with the problems of an enlarged
underclass they—as well as community leaders and all
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concerned Americans of all races—would be advised to
examine Mr. Wilson's incisive analysis.”—Robert
Greenstein, New York Times Book Review

"Whiteness pays. As White by Law shows,
immigrants recognized the value of whiteness and
sometimes petitioned the courts to be recognized as
white. Haney Lspez argues for the centrality of law in
constructing race."--Voice Literary
Supplement"White by Law's thoughtful analysis of
the prerequisite cases offers support for the
fundamental critical race theory tenet that race is a
social construct reinforced by law. Haney Lspez has
blazed a trail for those exploring the legal and social
constructions of race in the United States."--Berkeley
Women's Law JournalLily white. White knights. The
white dove of peace. White lie, white list, white
magic. Our language and our culture are suffused,
often subconsciously, with positive images of
whiteness. Whiteness is so inextricably linked with
the status quo that few whites, when asked, even
identify themselves as such. And yet when asked
what they would have to be paid to live as a black
person, whites give figures running into the millions
of dollars per year, suggesting just how valuable
whiteness is in American society.Exploring the
social, and specifically legal origins, of white racial
identity, Ian F. Haney Lopez here examines cases in
America's past that have been instrumental in
forming contemporary conceptions of race, law, and
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whiteness. In 1790, Congress limited naturalization
to white persons. This racial prerequisite for
citizenship remained in force for over a century and
a half, enduring until 1952. In a series of important
cases, including two heard by the United States
Supreme Court, judges around the country decided
and defined who was white enough to become
American.White by Law traces the reasoning
employed by the courts intheir efforts to justify the
whiteness of some and the non- whiteness of others.
Did light skin make a
One of our most prescient political observers
provides a sobering account of how pitched battles
over scarce resources will increasingly define
American politics in the coming years—and how we
might avoid, or at least mitigate, the damage from
these ideological and economic battles. In a matter
of just three years, a bitter struggle over limited
resources has enveloped political discourse at every
level in the United States. Fights between haves and
have-nots over health care, unemployment benefits,
funding for mortgage write-downs, economic
stimulus legislation—and, at the local level, over cuts
in police protection, garbage collection, and in the
number of teachers—have dominated the debate.
Elected officials are being forced to make zero-sum
choices—or worse, choices with no winners.
Resource competition between Democrats and
Republicans has left each side determined to protect
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what it has at the expense of the other. The major
issues of the next few years—long-term deficit
reduction; entitlement reform, notably of Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid; major cuts in
defense spending; and difficulty in financing a
continuation of American international
involvement—suggest that your-gain-is-my-loss
politics will inevitably intensify.
In 1863 black communities owned less than 1
percent of total U.S. wealth. Today that number has
barely budged. Mehrsa Baradaran pursues this
wealth gap by focusing on black banks. She
challenges the myth that black banking is the
solution to the racial wealth gap and argues that
black communities can never accumulate wealth in a
segregated economy.
Eager to change the world? Learn how you can have
a greater social impact through your everyday
purchases. The money we routinely spend on food,
clothes, gifts, and even indulgences is an untapped
superpower. What would happen if we slowed down
to make more thoughtful decisions about what we
buy? For "mom and pop" stores across the country,
and artisan and agricultural communities around the
world, every purchase matters. Consumers--whether
individuals, small businesses, or corporations--are
paying more attention than ever to how their goods
are made; and retailers--large and small--are
responding by investing in ethical and eco-friendly
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production. Yet figuring out which brands to support
can feel overwhelming. Jane Mosbacher Morris has
devoted her career to creating economic
opportunities for vulnerable communities around the
world, and in this valuable book, she shares her
passion and insights on how we, as consumers, can
create positive change too. Covering topics that
range from why not all factories are evil, to how our
morning coffee can be the easiest way for us to use
our purchasing power for good, Buy the Change You
Want to See makes us better informed consumers.
Morris tells inspiring stories about how victims of
human trafficking and natural disasters have been
empowered by economic opportunity, and she offers
practical ideas about how we can support these
communities through our purchases--whether it
comes to jewelry made from recycled materials in
Haiti, sustainably grown and ethically sourced coffee
and chocolate from farmers in some of the poorest
regions of the world, or mass-produced jeans and
shoes made in factories where workers are
guaranteed decent working conditions and a fair
wage.
Named one of the most important nonfiction books of
the 21st century by Entertainment Weekly‚ Slate‚
Chronicle of Higher Eduction‚ Literary Hub, Book
Riot‚ and Zora A tenth-anniversary edition of the
iconic bestseller—“one of the most influential books
of the past 20 years,” according to the Chronicle of
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Higher Education—with a new preface by the author
“It is in no small part thanks to Alexander’s account
that civil rights organizations such as Black Lives
Matter have focused so much of their energy on the
criminal justice system.” —Adam Shatz, London
Review of Books Seldom does a book have the
impact of Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow.
Since it was first published in 2010, it has been cited
in judicial decisions and has been adopted in
campus-wide and community-wide reads; it helped
inspire the creation of the Marshall Project and the
new $100 million Art for Justice Fund; it has been
the winner of numerous prizes, including the
prestigious NAACP Image Award; and it has spent
nearly 250 weeks on the New York Times bestseller
list. Most important of all, it has spawned a whole
generation of criminal justice reform activists and
organizations motivated by Michelle Alexander’s
unforgettable argument that “we have not ended
racial caste in America; we have merely redesigned
it.” As the Birmingham News proclaimed, it is
“undoubtedly the most important book published in
this century about the U.S.” Now, ten years after it
was first published, The New Press is proud to issue
a tenth-anniversary edition with a new preface by
Michelle Alexander that discusses the impact the
book has had and the state of the criminal justice
reform movement today.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the
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counterproductive reactions white people have when
their assumptions about race are challenged, and
how these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this
“vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric
Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly
illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and
“allows us to understand racism as a practice not
restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine).
Referring to the defensive moves that white people
make when challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and
guilt, and by behaviors including argumentation and
silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to
reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any
meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth
exploration, DiAngelo examines how white fragility
develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what
we can do to engage more constructively.
Widely heralded as a "masterful" (Washington Post)
and "essential" (Slate) history of the modern
American metropolis, Richard Rothstein's The Color
of Law offers "the most forceful argument ever
published on how federal, state, and local
governments gave rise to and reinforced
neighborhood segregation" (William Julius Wilson).
Exploding the myth of de facto segregation arising
from private prejudice or the unintended
consequences of economic forces, Rothstein
describes how the American government
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systematically imposed residential segregation: with
undisguised racial zoning; public housing that
purposefully segregated previously mixed
communities; subsidies for builders to create whitesonly suburbs; tax exemptions for institutions that
enforced segregation; and support for violent
resistance to African Americans in white
neighborhoods. A groundbreaking, "virtually
indispensable" study that has already transformed
our understanding of twentieth-century urban history
(Chicago Daily Observer), The Color of Law forces
us to face the obligation to remedy our
unconstitutional past.
Married while black -- Black house, white market -College as the great un-equalizer -- The best jobs -Legacy -- What's next.
Banning Black Gods is a global examination of the legal
challenges faced by adherents of the most widely
practiced African-derived religions in the twenty-first
century, including Santeria/Lucumi, Haitian Vodou,
Candomblé, Palo Mayombe, Umbanda, Islam, Rastafari,
Obeah, and Voodoo. Examining court cases, laws,
human rights reports, and related materials, Danielle N.
Boaz argues that restrictions on African diaspora
religious freedom constitute a unique and pervasive form
of anti-Black discrimination. Emphasizing that these
twenty-first-century cases and controversies are not a
new phenomenon but rather a reemergence of colonialera ideologies and patterns of racially motivated
persecution, Boaz focuses each chapter on a particular
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challenge to Black religious freedom. She examines
issues such as violence against devotees, restrictions on
the ritual slaughter of animals, limitations on the
custodial rights of parents, and judicial refusals to
recognize these faiths as protected religions. Boaz
introduces new issues that have never been considered
as a question of religious freedom before—such as the
right of Palo Mayombe devotees to possess remains of
the dead—and she brings together controversies that
have not been previously regarded as analogous, such
as the right to wear headscarves and the right to wear
dreadlocks in schools. Framing these issues in
comparative perspective and focusing on transnational
and transregional issues, Boaz advances our
understanding of the larger human rights disputes that
country-specific studies can overlook. Original and
compelling, this important new book will be welcomed by
students and scholars of African diaspora religions and
discerning readers interested in learning more about the
history of racial discrimination
Contemporary public policy assumes that the
achievement gap between black and white students
could be closed if only schools would do a better job.
According to Richard Rothstein, "Closing the gaps
between lower-class and middle-class children requires
social and economic reform as well as school
improvement. Unfortunately, the trend is to shift most of
the burden to schools, as if they alone can eradicate
poverty and inequality." In this book, Rothstein points the
way toward social and economic reforms that would give
all children a more equal chance to succeed in school.
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This book features: a summary of numerous studies
linking school achievement to health care quality,
nutrition, childrearing styles, housing stability, parental
economic security, and more ; aA look at erroneous and
misleading data that underlie commonplace claims that
some schools "beat the demographic odds and therefore
any school can close the achievement gap if only it
adopted proper practices." ; and an analysis of how the
over-emphasis of standardized tests in federal law
obscures the true achievement gap and makes
narrowing it more difficult.
Learn the Invaluable Lessons from The Color of Law: A
Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated
America by Richard Rothstein and Apply it into Your Life
Without Missing Out!What's it worth to you to have just
ONE good idea applied to your life?In many cases, it
may mean expanded paychecks, better vitality, and
magical relationships. Here's an Introduction of What
You're About to Discover in this Premium Summary of
The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America by Richard Rothstein:
Richard Rothstein, a distinguished historian and author,
wrote The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America. Through his book,
Rothstein revealed the very disturbing and dark history of
how past governments and its leaders actively
participated in the unceasing racial segregation of
African Americans in the urban areas of the United
States. The Color of Law, published under the Liveright
on May 2, 2017, is a New York Times Best Seller and
Notable Book of the Year. It was also picked as one of
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the Editors' Choice Selections of the said daily news
publication. Plus, - Executive "Snapshot" Summary of
The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America- Background Story
and History of The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of
How Our Government Segregated America for a Much
Richer Reading Experience - Key Lessons Extracted
from The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America and Exercises to
Apply it into your Life - Immediately!- About the Hero of
the Book: Richard Rothstein - Tantalizing Trivia
Questions for Better Retention Scroll Up and Buy Now!
100% Guaranteed You'll Find Thousands of Dollars
Worth of Ideas in This Book or Your Money BackFaster
You Order - Faster You'll Have it in Your Hands!*Please
note: This is a summary and workbook meant to
supplement and not replace the original book.
Since it was first published in 1920, The Black Man's
Burden has been widely recognized as a prime source of
education and influence in the field of African history.
"Capital is the defining feature of modern economies, yet
most people have no idea where it actually comes from.
What is it, exactly, that transforms mere wealth into an
asset that automatically creates more wealth? The Code
of Capital explains how capital is created behind closed
doors in the offices of private attorneys, and why this
little-known fact is one of the biggest reasons for the
widening wealth gap between the holders of capital and
everybody else. In this revealing book, Katharina Pistor
argues that the law selectively "codes" certain assets,
endowing them with the capacity to protect and produce
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private wealth. With the right legal coding, any object,
claim, or idea can be turned into capital - and lawyers
are the keepers of the code. Pistor describes how they
pick and choose among different legal systems and legal
devices for the ones that best serve their clients' needs,
and how techniques that were first perfected centuries
ago to code landholdings as capital are being used today
to code stocks, bonds, ideas, and even
expectations--assets that exist only in law. A powerful
new way of thinking about one of the most pernicious
problems of our time, The Code of Capital explores the
different ways that debt, complex financial products, and
other assets are coded to give financial advantage to
their holders. This provocative book paints a troubling
portrait of the pervasive global nature of the code, the
people who shape it, and the governments that enforce
it."--Provided by publisher.
On February 25, 1946, African Americans in Columbia,
Tennessee, averted the lynching of James Stephenson,
a nineteen-year-old, black Navy veteran accused of
attacking a white radio repairman at a local department
store. That night, after Stephenson was safely out of
town, four of Columbia's police officers were shot and
wounded when they tried to enter the town's black
business district. The next morning, the Tennessee
Highway Patrol invaded the district, wrecking
establishments and beating men as they arrested them.
By day's end, more than one hundred African Americans
had been jailed. Two days later, highway patrolmen
killed two of the arrestees while they were awaiting
release from jail. Drawing on oral interviews and a rich
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array of written sources, Gail Williams O'Brien tells the
dramatic story of the Columbia "race riot," the national
attention it drew, and its surprising legal aftermath. In the
process, she illuminates the effects of World War II on
race relations and the criminal justice system in the
United States. O'Brien argues that the Columbia events
are emblematic of a nationwide shift during the 1940s
from mob violence against African Americans to
increased confrontations between blacks and the police
and courts. As such, they reveal the history behind such
contemporary conflicts as the Rodney King and O. J.
Simpson cases.
In this riveting, unputdownable legal thriller, a partner at
a prominent law firm is forced to choose between his
enviable lifestyle and doing the right thing. Former
college football star Scott Fenney has worked his way to
the top of the heap at the Dallas firm of Ford Stevens.
But when Clark McCall, wayward son of a Texas
politician, gets himself murdered after a night of booze,
drugs, and rough sex, Scott is assigned to defend the
prime suspect, a heroine-addicted hooker named
Shawanda Jones. The powers that be want her
convicted—and Scott’s future at the firm may depend on
it. But unfortunately for Scott, Shwanada claims she’s
innocent, and he believes her.
The murder of a police recruit pins a black LAPD
detective in a deadly web where race, corruption,
violence, and cover-ups intersect in this relevant, razorsharp novel of suspense. Black rookie cop Trevor "Finn"
Finnegan aspires to become a top-ranking officer in the
Los Angeles Police Department and fix a broken
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department. A fast-track promotion to detective in the
coveted Robbery-Homicide Division puts him closer to
achieving his goal. Four years later, calls for police
accountability rule the headlines. The city is teeming with
protests for racial justice. When the body of a murdered
black academy recruit is found in the Angeles National
Forest, Finn is tasked to investigate. As pressure mounts
to solve the crime and avoid a PR nightmare, Finn
scours the underbelly of a volatile city where power,
violence, and race intersect. But it's Finn's past
experience as a beat cop that may hold the key to
solving the recruit's murder. The price? The end of Finn's
career...or his life.
Biography of Ernie Goodman, a Detroit lawyer and
political activist who played a key role in social justice
cases.
Building on the backdrop of his involvement in three
important civil-rights cases, author A. Dwight Pettit
narrates his personal story from the 1940s to the present
in Under Color of Law. A successful civil-rights,
constitutional, and criminal lawyer, Pettit focuses on the
meaning of these cases for himself, his family, and the
nation. As a direct legal descendent and beneficiary of
Brown v. Board of Education, Pettit shares its relevance
to his education and to his career as a civil-rights lawyer.
His memoir details a host of milestones, including an
early childhood in the black community and a sudden
transition into a tense, all-white world at Aberdeen High
School where he was admitted by order of the U.S.
District Court. He recalls his time at Howard University
as well as the major litigation and representation in which
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he was involved as a lawyer, focusing in particular on his
father's case which involved the treatment, torment and
retaliation his father experienced at his job for bringing
his son's desegregation lawsuit to trial. Attorney Pettit's
memoir also traces his involvement in politics, especially
his intimate role in the Jimmy Carter 1976 presidential
campaign and the Carter administration. Providing
insight into past and current civil-rights issues, Under
Color of Law underscores the Pettit family's pursuit of
justice in the context of the drive for equal rights for all.
"One of the most emotional, fascinating books I have
read. ... From start to finish, this book will have you
question law as we know it and ask, in terms of racism
and prejudice in America, 'Has anything really
changed?'" -"Zinah" Mary Brown, CEO, Elocution
Productions
The Color of LawA Forgotten History of How Our
Government Segregated America
A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice
Selection A “volume of lasting significance” that
illuminates how the clash between sex and religion has
defined our nation’s history (Lee C. Bollinger, president,
Columbia University). Lauded for “bringing a bracing and
much-needed dose of reality about the Founders’ views
of sexuality” (New York Review of Books), Geoffrey R.
Stone’s Sex and the Constitution traces the evolution of
legal and moral codes that have legislated sexual
behavior from America’s earliest days to today’s
fractious political climate. This “fascinating and
maddening” (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette) narrative shows
how agitators, moralists, and, especially, the justices of
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the Supreme Court have navigated issues as divisive as
abortion, homosexuality, pornography, and
contraception. Overturning a raft of contemporary
shibboleths, Stone reveals that at the time the
Constitution was adopted there were no laws against
obscenity or abortion before the midpoint of pregnancy.
A pageant of historical characters, including Voltaire,
Thomas Jefferson, Anthony Comstock, Margaret Sanger,
and Justice Anthony Kennedy, enliven this
“commanding synthesis of scholarship” (Publishers
Weekly) that dramatically reveals how our laws about
sex, religion, and morality reflect the cultural schisms
that have cleaved our nation from its founding.
Local governments use their control over land use to
generate race and class segregation, benefitting white
property owners.
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